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that device must be abandoned, we have to consider the
feasibility of establishing one directly. Unfortunately, even
apart from the fact that some commodities have a double
use and may on one occasion serve as consumable and on
another as capital goods, there are insuperable difficulties in
the way of this arrangement.
A general 5 or 10 or 20 per cent tax on consumable imports
is, indeed, feasible. But a tax on all consumable commodities
and services — for services, of course, would also have to be
included — produced at home for home consumption could
hardly be worked successfully. For things normally bought
in shops substantial purchase taxes were, indeed, imposed
with success during the special emergency of the war. But
in times of peace such taxes would almost certainly be very
unpopular, while the administrative task of preventing evasion
would be difficult and costly. To collect purchase taxes
otherwise than through shopkeepers is even less feasible. It
would be necessary to set up a system of production in bond
for all consumable articles made at home ! Thus, even if it
were a proportionate tax on expenditure of which we were
in search, it would be very difficult in practice to attain it
by way of commodity taxes.
The construction of a progressive expenditure tax would
present other and more formidable difficulties ; for it would
be necessary to impose upon each commodity, not a single
rate, but a number of different rates adjusted to the incomes
of the various purchasers. Such an arrangement would be
absolutely unworkable. The utmost we could hope for would
be to secure a rough progression by taxing articles mainly
consumed by the rich at higher rates than those mainly con-
sumed by poorer persons. There are, however, serious ob-
stacles in the way even of this. A large part of the income
of the rich is spent, not on commodities, but on services, e.g.
foreign travel, of a sort that it is very difficult to hit by taxes.
Moreover, the expenditure of the rich is scattered among a
large number of different things, no great amount being directed
to any one of them. To tax things of this sort involves very
high administrative costs. Experience shows that " the
lucrative revenue-yielders are the staples consumed in great
amounts, and consumed chiefly by the masses ".x It is idle,
1 Taussig, Principles of Economics, vol. ii, p. 558.

